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OF MULTIPLICITIES FOR INDUCED REPRESENTATIONS

OF NILPOTENT LIE GROUPS

L. CORWIN AND F. P. GREENLEAF

ABSTRACT. Let G be a connected, simply connected nilpotent Lie group,

H a Lie subgroup, and a an irreducible unitary representation of H. In a

previous paper, the authors and G. Grelaud gave an explicit direct integral

decomposition (with multiplicities) of Ind(H î G, a). One consequence of that

work was that the multiplicity function was either a.e. infinite or a.e. bounded.

In this paper, it is proved that if the multiplicity function is bounded, its parity

is a.e. constant. The proof is algebraic-geometric in nature and amounts to an

extension of the familiar fact that for almost all polynomials over R of fixed

degree, the parity of the number of roots is a.e. constant. One consequence

of the methods is that if G is a complex nilpotent Lie group and H a complex

Lie subgroup, then the multiplicity is a.e. constant.

1. Let F be a connected, closed subgroup of the connected, simply connected

real nilpotent Lie group G, and let \ be an irreducible unitary representation of

K. In [2], the authors and G. Grelaud gave a direct integral decomposition of

the induced representation p = Ind(F \ G,x) into irreducibles: p = ¡G~m(ir) ■

Trdv(n). The spectrum, suppig and the multiplicities, m(n), were computed in a

natural geometric way in terms of coadjoint orbits. We were also able to show, as

a consequence of our methods, that

either m(7r) = oo or there is a bound TV with m(ir) < TV

(of course, this holds ¿/-almost everywhere). In the examples computed in [2], it

was also always true that when m(7r) was finite, it had constant parity (was always

even or always odd) u-a.e. Roger Howe asked us whether this was always the case,

and one of the main purposes of our paper is to prove that it is. Our methods also

enable us to get a multiplicity result for complex nilpotent Lie groups as well. We

feel that this approach may prove useful in other areas, notably the decomposition

of k\k for 7T G G~(a question currently under investigation).

The basic results we prove in this paper are these:

THEOREM 1. Let g be a complex nilpotent Lie algebra and t a complex sub-

algebra, and let G,K be the associated simply connected Lie groups (regarded as

real Lie groups).    Let x be an irreducible unitary representation of K,  and let
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p — Ind(F Î G,x).   Then p has uniform multiplicity: in the direct integral de-

composition of p into irreducibles,

r®

(3= /    m(-n) ■ -Ki/(d-K),
Jg'

we have m(n) =constant, v-a.e. (The constant may be oo.)

THEOREM 2. Let Go be a real connected, simply connected nilpotent Lie group,

Ko a closed connected subgroup, and x an irreducible unitary representation of

Ko- Set p = Ind(Fo Î Gq,x)- Then in the direct integral decomposition of p into

irreducibles, p = /G* m(ir) ■ iri>(dTr), either

(i) m(-K) = +00 or

(ii) m(n) is bounded and has constant parity for v-a.e. n.

The ideas behind the two proofs are similar; both use complex algebraic geome-

try. However, the details are quite different. In Theorem 1, we are working directly

with varieties over C, while in Theorem 2 we need to complexify the Kirillov orbit

picture. Thus the two proofs are virtually independent. In both cases, we must out-

line the detailed concordance between the real and complex pictures for the main

facts of [2], which were proved there only for real fields, and for the Pukanszky

parametrization of all coadjoint orbits. Regarding [2], we shall try to state clearly

the results and adaptations needed for this paper, in order to make this account

self-contained.

The following is the organization of the rest of this paper: §2 contains an account

of the main results of [2], and concludes with a sketch of the proofs of Theorems

1 and 2. In §3, we give the main results we need from algebraic geometry. §4

gives some results on coadjoint orbits, needed for the proof of Theorem 1; we prove

Theorem 1 in §5. In §6, we give results comparing coadjoint orbits for a nilpotent

Lie group and its complexification; we use these in §7, where Theorem 2 is proved.

§8 contains some examples.

It is a pleasure to thank David Rohrlich for his assistance with some of the results

from algebraic geometry cited in this paper.

2. We shall repeatedly refer to Pukanszky's method [6] for parametrizing all the

orbits in a vector space under the action of a connected unipotent Lie group; we

shall also need a number of basic facts from the paper [2]. Here we assemble these

results for future reference.

In what follows, we use F to stand for R or C; in fact, for most statements

F could be any field of characteristic 0. The theorem in [6] (see also [1]) on

parametrization of orbits is given for F = R, but the proof applies verbatim when

F = C.
If V is a vector space over F and fl is a Lie algebra (over F) acting nilpo-

tently on V, we may assume that fl is nilpotent by factoring out the kernel. Then

G = {ex: X G fl} is a simply connected nilpotent Lie group (over F) acting unipo-

tently on V. Let {/i,...,/ft} be a Jordan-Holder basis for V. Then Vj — F-

span{/J+i,..., /„} is G-invariant for all j (Vn = (0) by definition), and we obtain

quotient actions of a and G on V/Vj which commute with the canonical projections

P3: V - V/Vj. IflGV, define

ej(l) = dimF(G ■ Pj(l)),        e(l) = (ei(l),.. .,en(l)) G Z".
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The stabilizer Stabe (0 — {x G G: x ■ I = 1} is a connected Lie subgroup of G whose

Lie algebra is p(l ) — {X G fl: X ■ I = 0}; p(l) is an algebra over F, and the orbit G ■ I

is a complex manifold if F = C. Similar remarks hold for the quotient actions.

The result from [6] (as modified in [1]) that we need is

(2.1) Theorem (Parametrization of orbits). Let g be a nilpotent Lie
algebra over F acting nilpotently on a F-vector space V. Fix a Jordan-Holder basis

for V; define G, the Vj, the quotient actions GxV/Vj —► V/Vj, and the n-tuples e(l)

for I GV as above. Let £ = {e: there exists l G V with ej = ej(l) for 1 < j < n};

for e G £, define Ue = {l G V: e(l) = e).  Then the Ue partition V, and

(i) e G £ =>• ej — ej-i or ej — ej-i + 1, \/j (we set eo = 0). In particular, £ is

finite.
(ii) There is an ordering of indices £ — {e^ > ••• > e^} such that (Ve G

£)\Jei>eUei is a Zariski-open set in V. In particular, every Ue is Zariski-open in

the Zariski-closed set V ~ \Je>>eUe>; furthermore, t/e<i) is Zariski-open in V.

(iii) Each layer Ue is G-invariant, and all orbits in Ue have the same F-dimen-

sion.

FixeG £, and define index sets S (e) = {j:ej = l + ej-i},T(e) = {j:ej = e.y_i}.

There is a direct sum decomposition V = VT(e)®Vs(e), where Vr(e) = F-span{lj:j G

T(e)},VS{e) = F-sr>an{lj:j G 5(e)}. Then

(iv) Ee = Ue fl Vr(e) is a nonempty set in Vr(e)> and is Zariski-open in the

Zariski-closed set Vr(e) ~ (Ue'>e Ue>).

(v) The elements of Ee give a cross-section for the G-orbits in Ue, and the

semialgebraic set E = (Je Ee is a cross-section for all G-orbits in V.

(vi) There is an F-birational nonsingular map Qe:T,ex Vg(e) —* Ue such that for

each l G Ee, Qe maps {/} x Vs(e) to G I. This map is polynomial on V$(e) for each

l G He, ctnd the inverse Pe:Ue —* Ee x Vs(e) is given by

Pe(l) = (G-lr\VT{e), irs{l)),

where tts^t o.re the projections identifying V with Vg(e) © VT^ey In particular,

7Ts oQe: Ee x Vs(e) -* Vs(e) is the projection on the second factor. {This shows that

each orbit is the graph of a polynomial.)

The sets Ue are called "layers" in V, and the collection {Ue} is an "i-layering"

of V. We write Pe = irT° Pe: Ue -+ Ee.

In Kirillov theory, one applies this result to the coadjoint action: a real nilpotent

Lie group Go acts on its Lie algebra fl0 by Ad, and thus on 0q = HomR,(0O,R)

by the coadjoint action Ad*. If X\,... ,Xn is a strong Malcev basis for flo (i.e.,

R-span{Xi,..., X3■} is an ideal, 1 < j < n), the dual basis {li,...,ln} in fl5 is
Jordan-Holder and determines an ¿"-layering of 0*,.

In this paper we must consider some other situations. Let g be a nilpotent Lie

algebra over C, and let 0r be fl with the field reduced to R. Then G = expg is a

complex Lie group; it acts on both fl and 0r. Thus we have two coadjoint actions

of G on 0* = Homc(fl, C), and on 0^ = HomR(0R,R). Theorem 2.1 applies to

both of them. If one chooses nicely related strong Malcev bases in 0 and 0r, then

the dual bases in 0*, 0^ will be related in a way that lets us set up a concordance

between the layerings in 0* and 0R. This will be done explicitly in §4, as the first

step in proving Theorem 1.   In proving Theorem 2, we face a different problem:
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we start with a real algebra 0o and form its complexification fl = flo <8> C, and we

must relate layerings in g*, with those in g* = Homc(fl, C). Here we have different

groups Go, G (G is the group corresponding to g) acting on different spaces flo,0*.

We analyze these actions in §6.

The basic result of [2] is stated in terms of the ¿"-layering. We recall it here

because we will have to devise some variants. Let to be a (real) subalgebra of the

real nilpotent Lie algebra 0o; let Go = exp0o, Ko = expÉo. Let P:fl5 —► to" be

the canonical projection, and let x S Kq be an irreducible unitary representation

with coadjoint orbit 0X — K0 • /o Ç ^o (here, /o G 6*,). Fix a strong Malcev basis

Xi,...,Xn in go, let h,...,ln be the dual basis in gj, and partition gj$ into layers

{Ue:e G £}. Now let e € £ be the largest index such that Ue f) P~1(0X) ■£ 0;

this intersection is Zariski-open and dense in the (irreducible) algebraic variety

P~X(0X), and E* = 7Tr oPe(f/enP_1(Ox)) is a semialgebraic set of representatives

for the (generic) Go-orbits in g¡$ that meet P~X(0X).

(2.2) Theorem [2] (Multiplicity Theorem). Lei go be a real nilpotent
Lie algebra, to a subalgebra; let Go, Ko be the corresponding connected, simply con-

nected groups, and let x € K^- Defining an £ -layering for gÔ as above, let [v] be

the canonical measure class on E-Ï, and write Go ■ I = Ad*(Go)/ for l G g¡$. Define

the "defect index"

t0 = generic(dimR Go   1:1 G P_1(0X))

- 2 generic(dimR K0 A: l G P_1(0X)) +dimR 0X.

Then if r0 > 0, we have

p = lnd(K0 î Go,x) = /   oo • 7T, du(l).

If To = 0, then for v-a.e. I G E£, we have
(i) Go • / fl P_1(0X) is a closed submanifold.

(ii) There is a uniform bound for

(2.3) m(l) — number of connected components in Go • /DP_1(0X).

(iii) m(l) = number of Ad* (Ko)-orbits in Go   IDP-1^^, and

/•©
p= /    m(l)Tridu(l).

Note. We will recall the definitions of semialgebraic sets and their canonical

measure classes in the next section.

Since x is monomial, it will always be possible for us to assume, by changing

Ko, that x is 1-dimensional. (In the case of Theorem 1, we will have to show that

every irreducible representation of a complex group is induced from a 1-dimensional

representation of a complex subgroup—see §4.) Thus we shall assume from now on

that dimx = 1- Then

(2.4) x{y) = e^ifo(\oSy)

where /o G 6q is a Lie homomorphism. Thus 0X = Kq • /o is a single point and

P_1(0X) is flat. In proving Theorems 1 and 2, we will make use of a subsidiary

result used in [2] for proving Theorem 2.2.
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(2.5) PROPOSITION. With notation as in Theorem 2.2, assume that dimx = 1;

define /o as in (2.4), and let f G P~1(fo). Then there is a subspace E? oft^ such

that
a.

(2.6) p^ i        7Tid/i(0,
Jf'+E°

where dp(l) is Lebesgue measure.

We can now explain the idea behind the proof of Theorem 2. The formula

(2.6) makes it plausible that the number m(l) of Theorem 2.2 is equal (a.e.) to

Card(G • I) H (/' + £?); we shall prove this (modulo results in [2]) in §3. (We

may assume that r0 = 0, since otherwise m(l) = oo.) We thus wish to know that

Card(G • I) f~l (/' + E") has constant parity. To prove this, complexify everything:

let g = go <8>R C, t = to <8>R C, and let G,K be the corresponding Lie groups.

Similarly, let g* = g¡$ ®R C — gj + igÔ, t* = § ®R C = £*, + ztj. In g* we consider

f' + CE^, the Zariski-closure of f' + E<? Ç g^. Generically, orbits Gl for the action

of G on / G 0* must meet /' + CE? in isolated points, just as orbits Go • / meet

/' + £? discretely if l G 0*,. Let (E*)c be the Zariski-closure in 0* of EJ Ç 0*,. The

Pukanszky parametrization of orbits applies to both the action of G on 0* and the

action of Go on 05, and there is a natural concordance between the two situations.

In the complex situation we obtain a map taking a point l G f + CE? to its orbit

representative, which lies in (EJ)C. This map is rational and nonsingular, and it

is finite-to-one on a Zariski-open set. With a little effort it can be regarded as a

polynomial map from /' + CE? to (EJ)C. It can be shown that both varieties are

irreducible and have the same dimension over C. By a result in algebraic geometry,

we can remove negligible sets from each variety and obtain a covering map (in the

Euclidean topology). Thus

n(l) = Card[G ■ I n (/' + CE?)]

is defined and constant on a topologically connected Zariski-open set in (EJ)C.

Now suppose that I is real: / G (EJ)C n (05 + i0). The nonreal points in

G ■ I H (f + CE?) come in conjugate pairs, and hence the parity of no(l) =

Card[G • / D (/' + E?)] is constant on a Zariski-open set in EJ. It is not hard

to show that for real l, G ■ I fl (0¡$) = Gq I. Thus no(l) has essentially constant

parity. Finally, one observes that no(l) = m(l)—except for a few measure-theoretic

details, this is Proposition 2.5—to complete the proof.

Theorem 1 is similar but easier. The main observation is that in this setting, 0^

and 6*^ can be regarded as complex vector spaces, and Ei is a complex subspace.

Thus the map of /' + CEi to EJ obtained by restricting P is essentially a covering

map, and hence n(l) = Card(G • I n (/' + Ei)) is essentially constant. One then

shows (via Proposition 2.5) that n(l) = m(l) to complete the proof.

3. Here we give some facts from algebraic geometry that will be used repeatedly.

In a few cases, we give proofs for facts that have reasonably direct analytic proofs;

these results are probably familiar to geometers. We shall need a few results from

algebraic geometry besides those cited in this section; they will be given as needed.

We use F to refer to either R or C. We generally regard R" as a subset of C™

(in the obvious way); thus we speak of the (complex) Zariski closure of a variety
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in R". We generally use a subscript "0" to refer to subsets of R". If X is any

subset of Cn, its (complex) Zariski closure is denoted by Xe; if Xo C Rn, its

Zariski closure in Rn is denoted by XR. When we are dealing with F, we denote

the Zariski closure of a set S by 5#.

(3.1) LEMMA.   For any X0 C Rn,
(i)(X0R)c = X0c;

(ii)X0cnR"=X0R;

(iii) XR irreducible in Rn => Xq   irreducible in C".

(Recall that X is irreducible if it is not the union of two proper subvarieties.)

These are all easy, so we omit the proofs.

Let Xo Q R" be a variety (hence Zariski-closed), and let

Io = {peR[X1,...,Xn].p\Xo = 0}.

Then X, the Zariski-closure of Xo in Cn, is the set of common zeros of Jo C

C[Xi,... ,Xn]; indeed, the polynomials vanishing on X are just the elements of

I = Io ®R C. (Simply notice that any p G C[Xi,..., Xn] can be written uniquely

as Pi + ip-2, with pj G R[Xi,... ,Xn], and that p|Xo =0o Pi|x0,P2|x0 are both

0.)

Let X C Cn be an irreducible algebraic variety. Then X is a finite disjoint

union of complex manifolds, X = Si U • • • U Sk, where each Sj is Zariski-open in the

complement of X\(Si U • • • U Sj _i ) for all j. We define dime X to be the maximum

of the dime 5,. This coincides with the usual algebraic definition of the dimension

of a variety, and is independent of the decomposition of X given above. One useful

fact is

(3.2) Any subvariety of X has lower dimension than X.

(See, e.g., [4, p. 6]). Thus, in particular, we have

dim XT = dim Si > dim(52 U • ■ • U Sk).

For algebraic varieties in Rn, there are similar results. We shall need a more general

fact. A semialgebraic set in Rn is a set S in the Boolean algebra generated by the

sets {x:p(x) > 0}, {x:p(x) = 0}, where p is a polynomial. (Observe that for

any given semialgebraic set, only finitely many polynomials play a role.) Given

semialgebraic sets Ti,...,Tr, a stratification of (Ti,...,Tr) is a partition P —

{Si,..., Sm} of Rn such that

(i) each S¿ is a connected embedded manifold in Rn (the manifold topology =

the relative topology);

(ii) for every x G Rn, 3 a neighborhood Nx of Rn such that Nx D Si is connected

(or empty), 1 < i < m;

(iii) Si fl 5_ ^ 0 => Si Ç S~ (the closure is in the Euclidean topology);

(iv) each Sj is semialgebraic;

(v) each T¿ is the union of the Sj meeting it.

Such stratifications always exist; see [8]. It is not hard to see that if P is a strat-

ification of the semialgebraic set T, then max(dim S3■: Sj G P) is independent of

P; we define dimRT to be this number. Furthermore, there is a unique natural

measure class [v] on T. This is obtained as follows: let dimT = k. On each Sj with

dimSj = k, use a nonvanishing fc-form to get a measure vj; if dimS., < k, define
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v>j on Sj to be 0. Now let v = X) vj- It is easy to see that [v\ is independent of the

choice of fc-forms and of the stratification.

The following proposition lets us compare dimensions; it is close to one in Ap-

pendix IV of [10].

(3.3) PROPOSITION. Let Xq be an irreducible algebraic variety in Rn; let X

be its Zariski-closure in Cn.  Then

(i) X is irreducible;

(ii) any subvariety of X or Xo has lower dimension;

(iii) dimR Xo = dime X.

PROOF. We noted (i) in Lemma 3.1. Statement (ii) for X is just (3.2); by

(3.1)(ii) it follows for varieties over R once we prove (iii). Thus we need only prove

(iii).
In view of (ii), the decomposition of X into complex manifolds has a single piece

U of largest dimension; set to = dime U. If UV\Xq = 0, then X\U is Zariski-closed

and contains Xo; this contradicts the definition of X as the Zariski-closure of Xo.

Let x G U fl Xo, and let / be the prime ideal of polynomials vanishing on X. From

Corollary 1.20 of [4], there are polynomials fi,...,fkGl(k = n — m) such that

the fj have linearly independent linear terms and

I=lf€C[X]:f = f^^fj,hj,geC[X1,...,Xn],g{x)¿o\.

We may assume that the linear terms of the fj are real; from the proof in [4] we may

further assume (taking real parts) that the fj are in R[Xr,... ,Xn]. The Implicit

Function Theorem now gives a real manifold of dimension to in X fl R" = Xo

and containing x; hence dimR Xo > dime X. The other inequality is also an easy

consequence of the Implicit Function Theorem.    O

Let S Ç Fm; let <p: S —► F™ be a map. We say that <p is rational nonsingular if

there are Zariski-open sets U$ Ç Fm and explicit rational maps <pe on Ue,

I \ I   \ (rÁz) rn{z)\w(*.-.*»>-wM- (j^)>-'££)J.
U, Si G F[z!,..., zm], Si #0 on Ue,

such that (i) <pe = <p on S C\ U$ and (ii) the Ue cover S.

(3.4) LEMMA. Let S Ç Fm; let <p:S —> F" be rational nonsingular on S, and

let T — <p{S). Then <p:S —> T is continuous when both sets have the relative Zariski

topologies.

PROOF. We begin with two reductions.

(i) It suffices to show that for any rational nonsingular map <p: S —► F", v2_1(0)

is Zariski-closed in 5. For if A is any Zariski-closed set in T, then there are finitely

many polynomials Pj, 1 < j < d, such that A is the set of common zeros of the

Pj. Let p = (pi,... ,Pd). F" —► Fd; then p o <p is rational nonsingular on S, and

<p-1(A) = (p°<p)-1(0).
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Thus we let X = £>_1(0) Ç S; let X* be the Zariski closure of X in Fm. It

suffices to prove

(ii) If X# is irreducible, then X is Zariski-closed in S.

For we can write X# = Ai U • • • U Ar with the A, Zariski-closed and irreducible,

and Ai Çt Aj if iZ£ j. Set Xj = X n A}■; we may assume that each Xj is nonempty.

Then (J, X* = X#, since it is closed, covers X, and is contained in X*. For fixed

i, we thus have U ■ X*DAi — Ai. As Ai is irreducible, we must have X*C\Ai = Ai

for some j'; j = i, since X* fl Ai Ç A, H Ai ^ Ai if j ^ ¿. So X = (J,Xj,

where each X* is irreducible. Let gi,... ,gs be polynomials on Fm such that Xf

is the set of common zeros of the gj; let <p = (<p;gi,.. ■ ,gs):Fm —> F"+s. Now

Sn^_1(0) = Xi;Xj is irreducible, and (ii) implies that Xi is Zariski-closed in S.

Similarly, the other Xj are Zariski-closed in 5.

We now prove (ii); thus we assume that X# is irreducible. Let <pe,Ue cover S as

above, and let I = {9:UeC\X ^ 0}. Fix 6 G I and write <pe = (ri/si,...,rn/sn)

with Si t¿ 0 on Ue and <pe = <p on S C\ Ue- Yet Ae be the set of common zeros of the

r¿. Then XDUe — SDUeDAe- Clearly X Ç \J0€I Ae and the Ae are Zariski-closed

in Fm. By the irreducibility of X*, there is some 90 with X Ç Ae0. Suppose that

6 G I; then X n Ue fl Ue0 is nonempty Zariski-dense in X#. Let

^e0 = {ri/si,...,rn/sn),        <pe = M/s',,... ,r'n/s'n).

Then on X fl Ue fl t/e0, we have

,o k\ (a)    rtsi = r'isi = °,    all i;

[ó   ' (b)    s¿ 7^0,    8^0,    allí.

Then (3.5a) holds in X*, by density. Because X Ç Ae0, the r¿ are identically 0 on

X; hence the r\ are 0 on X fl Ue fl ?70o. Therefore

0^(xni/9nc/flo)g^,      We/;

tne irreducibility of X# gives

(3.6) (Xr\UenUe0)* =X* CAe,        Vf? €/.

We also have

snAenUeQX,      vö e /,

as noted above.

Now let x G X*nS. Since X(lUe ¿<Z>& X*nUe # 0, we have X# ç (J<,€/17«.
Thus there exists OgI with a: € Ue. From (3.6), a; € Ae. Thus a; € AenC/en5 Ç X,

so that X# fl S Ç X. This proves that X is Zariski-closed in 5.    D

We note two corollaries.

(3.7) COROLLARY. If ¡p: S —> T is birational nonsingular, then it is a Zariski

homeomorphism.

(3.8) COROLLARY. // tp: S -► F" is rational nonsingular, and if S* Ç Fm is

irreducible, then <p(S)& is irreducible.

PROOF. Let tp(s) = T. If T* is not irreducible, then T = Xi U X2 with

Xi,X2 Zariski-closed in T. In that case, <p~1(Xi), <p~1(X2) show that S is not

irreducible.    D

We shall also find the following lemmas useful.
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(3.9) LEMMA. Suppose that <p: S —► T is a birational nonsingular map (S Ç

Fm, TCFn). Assume that

(a) T is Zariski-open in its closure: T = Bc D T* for some Zariski-closed B Ç

F" (Bc — complement of B);

(b) there is an irreducible closed variety E Ç Fm such that S fl E contains a

nonempty Zariski-open subset of E.

Let W = <p(S fl E). Then W* is irreducible in Fn and W contains a subset A

that is Zariski-open and dense in W#.

PROOF. The restriction of tp to S D E is rational nonsingular; (S D E)# = E

is irreducible by assumption. Corollary 3.8 now says that W& is irreducible. Let

tp = tp-^-.T ->■ 5; let p = (pi,... ,pd):Fm -tPd be polynomial, withp_1(0) = E.

Because tp is rational nonsingular, there are Zariski-open subsets Ue Ç Fn covering

T, together with rational maps ifie, nonsingular on Ue, such that tpe — V* on TnUe-

Then p o tp: T —► Fd is rational nonsingular and is given on T D Ue by ge = p ° ipe-

ge =—,..., —       onUe with s¿ ^ 0 on U0;n,Si G F[íi,..., t„}.
\si sd)

Let Ae = {x G Fn:r¿(x) = 0,1 < i < d} and Ge - {x G Ue: gs(x) = 0}. Then Ae is

Zariski-closed in F" and Ge = AeDUe- Now

W = (p o tp)"1 (0) = T n (p o ̂ )-1(0)       (T = dom V);

w n ue = u0 n (p o v)_1(o) = G0 n t/e n t = Ae n t/e n t.

We know from (i) that T = Bc Y\T* for some Zariski-closed PCF". Hence

(3.10) W n Ue '= bc n t# n Ge n £/„ = bc n t# n Ae n c/e.

Let / = {0: Ue meets 1^} = {6: U6 meets VF*}. Then for 6 G I,

Wr\Ue = Tn(po ^)'1(0) n Ue;

w* = (w n t/e)# çT#n((poV2)-1(o)ni7e)#-T#nGf çr#n4

Hence

(3.11) iy#nt/e çT#nA9ni79,      we/.

Comparing (3.10) and (3.11) gives

w*nuenBc çBcr\T*r\A6r\Ue = wr\UeÇW*n ue,      w e /.

Since the Ue cover W#, we get (summing over 6 G I) W* n Bc = W Ç VT#. So

we can take ,4 = W* C\BC = W.    D

We conclude this section by recalling an alternative version of the Multiplicity

Theorem 2.2, valid in the case where dimx = 1. It is simpler to prove than Theorem

2.2 because it stops short of describing multiplicities canonically. It is essentially

established as Theorem 4 of [2], well before one meets the most difficult technical

details involved in Theorem 2.2.

(3.12) Theorem (Noncanonical Multiplicity Formula). Let to be
a Lie subalgebra of a real Lie algebra 0o, and let Ko Q Go be the corresponding

Lie group. Suppose that x = e2*1* S K^ is a 1-dimensional unitary representation;
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let p = lnd(K f G, x)- Fix a Malcev basis in go and form the corresponding £-

layering of go- Let e G £ be the first index such that Ue meets f +1^ ; and let

Pe: Ue —► Ee x Vs(e) be the (rational) inverse of the parametrizing map.  Then

(i) e is also the first index such that Ue meets f + E?, and their intersection is

Zariski-open in f + E?. (The subspace E? is the one of Proposition 2.5.)

Let S? = Ue n (/' + Ei); define <p: 5? -> Ee Ç VT'e) by (p = ttt o Pe\so, where

ttt is the projection onto Vx(e) killing Vs(e)-  Then

(ii) E? = <p(Si) is semialgebraic. If[vi\ is its canonical measure class, then

(3.13) pSi f   n(/)7r.di/i(0,
/e°

where either n(l) = +oo (when To > 0) or

(3.14) n(Z) = Card(Go-¿n(/' + E?)),     a///e E° (w/ien r0 = 0).

In the latter case, n(l) is uniformly bounded, vi-almost everywhere on E?.

REMARKS. 1. The result is a geometric multiplicity formula, but the variety

/' + E? is not canonically defined.

2. If r0 > 0, then Card(G0 • I D (/' + E?)) = oo; thus (3.14) holds regardless of

the size of tq. (See Theorem 2.2 for the definition of ro-)

4. This section is devoted to various results on coadjoint orbits for complex

nilpotent Lie groups and algebras. Many of the proofs are essentially the same

as for real groups (for these we refer to [2]), and many others are elementary

consequences of the definitions. We often use a subscript "zero" to indicate a real

Lie algebra.

Let 0 be a complex nilpotent Lie algebra. There is a corresponding simply

connected complex Lie group G, which acts on 0 via the adjoint action. If 0R = 0

with the field reduced to R, Ad G acts on 0R as well. There are two corresponding

contragredient actions Ad*(G), one on 0* = Homc(0, C) via C-linear maps, and

one on 0R = HomR(0R, R) via R-linear maps.

(4.1)  LEMMA.   Define J':g^ -* g* by

(4.2) (Jf)(Z) = f(Z)-if(iZ),        ZGg.

Then J is an R-linear isomorphism that intertwines the actions of Ad* (G). Its

inverse is given by

(J-V)(£) = Re(<p(Z)),        V<p G 0*, VZ G or.

PROOF. If ip G g*, write <p — <pi + i¡p2, where <pi(Z) = Rap(Z) and ¡p2(Z) =

Im <p(Z). Then <pi,<p2 G 0R. Moreover,

<pi{iZ) +i<p2(iZ) = <p(iZ) = i<p(Z) = -<p2(Z)+i<pi(Z),

so that
<p2(Z) =-<pi(iZ),        VZ€0.

This shows that tp = Jipi, which proves the second claim. If x G G and z G g, then

((Ad*x)- 1<p)(Z) = p((Ad x)Z) = tpi((Ad x)Z) - tV>i(t'(Ad X)Z)

= pi((Ad x)Z) - *V>i((Ad x)(iZ))

= (kd*x-1(<pi))(Z)-i(kd*x-1(<pi))(iZ)

= (JiAd'z-1)^)^)-
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As ¡p = Jcpi, the intertwining property is proved.    D

The standard proof (in, e.g., [5]) shows that for tp G g*,StahG(tp) = {x G

G: Ad* (x)<p = tp} is a connected Lie subgroup of G whose Lie algebra is p(^) =

{Z G fl: tp([Z, fl]) = (0)}. If f G flR, then its stabilizer has Lie algebra p(/) = {Z G
0R:/([Z,0R]) = (0)}. A simple calculation gives

(4.3) PiJf)=P(f),       v/e0R.

Hence p(/) is always a complex subalgebra of g (= gR). Construct a maximal

isotropic complex subalgebra m for Jf. Simple calculations with dimensions prove

mR maximal isotropic for /; that is,

(4.4) For all / G flR, / has a maximal isotropic subalgebra that is complex.

This means that every element of G^is induced from a 1-dimensional repre-

sentation of a complex subgroup. Note also that codimcp(/) is even, so that

dimR(flR/p(/)) is divisible by 4.
We next consider a different situation: let flo be a real nilpotent Lie algebra,

with corresponding Lie group Go, and let g be its complexification. Imbed 0*, =

HomR(go,R) into g* in the natural way via /:fl*, —► g*:

I(l)(Z) = I(l)(X + iY) = l(X) + il(Y),       l G go, Z = X + iYGg.

Then Range/ = {tp G fl*: £>(flo) Ç R}- If we imbed 0¡$ into 0R via

(4.5) (/RZ)(Z) = (/RZ)(X + iY) = l(X),

then / = J o /R and Range/R = (igo)± Ç 0R- Regard Go as a subgroup of

G = exp(0); then /R, J, and / all commute with the coadjoint actions of Go-

Furthermore, if l G 0Ô\ then p/ = {X G go- Z([X,0o]) = (0)} satisfies

\>(ll) = pj ®R C = pj + ipi = p(IrI).

If mo is a polarizing subalgebra for l, then m = mo + ¿mo is polarizing for both //

and IrI.
We now compare the ¿"-layerings for 0* and 0R under the action of G. Let

{Xi,...,Xn} be a (complex) Malcev basis for 0, with dual basis X*,...,X* in 0*.

Then {Vi,... ,Y2n}, where Y2.7-1 = Xj and Y2j = iXj, is a (real) Malcev basis

for 0R, and the dual basis Y*,..., Y2n is a Jordan-Holder basis for 0R. Moreover,

calculation gives

(4.6) J(y2j-i)=X;,    J(Y2)) = -iX*,        l<j<n.

Let

0* = C-span{X*+1,... ,X;},    Pj:g* - 0*/0*,        1 < j < n;

(Sk)3 = R-span{y/+1,..., y„*},    Pf:g^ - 0^/(0^),,        l < j < 2n.

Then (4.6) says that ^((0R)2j) = 0*- We thus get induced J-maps ^2-?:flR/(flR)2-;

-* 0*/fl*; these maps are equivariant for the induced action of Ad*(G), and we have

PjOj = J2jOPfj.
For / G fl*, define ej(l) — dimc G ■ pj(l) for 1 < j < n, and let e(l) =

(ei(l),...,en(l)); let £ = {e:3l G fl* with e(l) = e} C Zn. Similarly, for / G g^,

define ej(f) = dimR G • pf(l) for 1 < j < 2n; set e(f) = (e,(/),..., e2n(/)), and

let ¿r = {e: 3/ G 0R with e(f) = e} C Z2n.
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(4.7) LEMMA. Let notation be as above. For e G £r, define a(e) G Rn by

ot(e)j = \e2j. Then a(e) G £, and the map e i—> a(e) is a bijection of ¿"R onto

£. Ife' = (ei,...,e„) G £, then a~1(e') — (ei,... ,e2n), with e2j = 2e^, e2j_i =

e'j + e'j_x (here e0 = 0). Moreover,

(4.8) e(Jf) = a(e(f)),        V/G0^.

PROOF. We have

G • pj(Jf) = J(G ■ pfj(f)),       V/ € g*R and Vj, 1 < j < n,

as noted earlier. Hence

ej(Jf) = dime (G-Pj(Jf)) = ±dimR(GPj(Jf)) = ^ dimR(G ■ pfj(f)) = \e2j(f),

from which (4.8) follows. This implies that a is a bijection. To verify the formula

a~1(e'), note that e2j = 2e' by the formula for a; as for the odd terms, their value

is determined by the fact that e¿+i — e¿ = 0 or 1 for all i if e G £r (see Theorem

2.1).    D

It follows from (4.8) that if we define layers i/R, Ue in the usual way for e in

¿"R,¿\ then

(4.9) JiUf-) = Ua(e),        Vee¿R.

Furthermore, Theorem 2.1(h) refers to an ordering of indices in ¿"R. This ordering is

explicitly described in [2], or in §111.1.1 of [1]. There is a similar ordering for £, and

it is not hard to see that one can choose the orderings so that a is order-preserving.

Now fix e 6 ¿"R and let e — a(e). Consider the rational nonsingular parametriz-

ing maps of Theorem 2.1:

ZexVs>s)èue,        EexVs(e)  ^'Uf-.
Qe Qr.c

From the formula for ü_1,we see that

S(e) = {ji,.. .,jk} «• S(e) - {2ji - 1,2ju ..., 2jk - 1,2jk},

and similarly for T(e),T(g-). By (4.6),

VS(e) = J{VS(e)),        VT(E) = J(VT(e)).

Since J(i/R) = U£, we get

e£ = ue n vT(e) = J(ue n vT{e)) = j(Ee).

In fact, we have Pe o J = J o PRe; this follows from the geometric description of

Pe and PR,e,

Pe(l) = (G-lnVT{e),   7Ts(l))

(and similarly for PR,e), given in Theorem 2.1.

5. In this section, we prove Theorem 1.1. We use the notation of §§3 and 4.

From (4.4), we may assume that x is 1-dimensional, x = e2n%f° on K, where

fo GtR = HomR(ER,R) is a Lie algebra homomorphism. It is easy to verify that

<p0 = Jf0 g Homc(6, C) is a Lie algebra homomorphism. It is also easy to verify

that the J-maps have the following properties:
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(i) If P, PR are the natural projections, then

0R

(5.1) Prti

ÍR

(ii) If ti = {/ 6 0R:/|eR = 0}, ^ - {^_€0*:^|e = 0}, then J(tR) = H-.

(iii) If 5 is any subset of tR, then JPR1(S) = P 1Jk(S). In particular, if

/' G 0R satisfies /'|t = /o, and if similarly ^'|t = ¡po, then 0X = {/o} and J maps

PRX(0X) = f + tR to P_1(ipo) = <p' +tx. These sets are /i-invariant, and J maps

/f-orbits to /f-orbits.

We need to modify the Multiplicity Theorem 3.12 so that it refers to elements of

0* rather than elements of 0R. Let Ue be the first layer of gR that meets f'+tR, and

let a(e) = e. Then (4.9) and (iii) above imply that Ue is the first layer of 0* meeting

tp' +tx. To use Theorem 3.12, however, we also need to describe J(f + ER), where

ER is the subspace of tR appearing in the multiplicity formula. This subspace was

produced by examining a different layering, adapted to the pair ÏR,0R. Here are

the details we need.

Comparison of D-layerings. Starting with 6 Ç 0, we can find complex subalgebras

t - 0o C 0i C 02 C ■ ■ • C 0r = 0 with dimc(0j70-,-i) = 1- Choose Xj G 0-Afl-j-i
and define dual vectors X* G g* such that X*(Xfc) = 6jk, X*(t) = (0). Thus the X*

form a (complex) basis for t^. Let Gj = exp(gj) be the corresponding Lie subgroups

to the gj in G. Then define vectors Yi,...,Y2r in gR by Y2j-i = Xj, Y2j = iXj.

These form an R-basis for gR above tR, and, for 1 < j < 2r,

l)j = tR + R-span{Yi,..., Yj)

is a subalgebra of gR, with dimR(f)j/(j;,_i) = 1. Let Hj — expby. Then (gj)R = \)2j

as real Lie algebras, and h*^- = (0j)R. If Pj'.g* -* I)* and pR:0R -» l)* are the

natural projections, and if J,: (0-/)R —► 0* is defined similarly to J, then we have

Pj o J — Jj o p?. Moreover, the map Jj intertwines the actions of Gj = H2j on

g*, 1)2j, and we have

(5.2) dime Gj ■ Pj(Jf) = ± dimR Gj - pfj(f) = ¿ dimR H2j ■ pR (/),        V/ e g^.

Let dj(l) =dimcGjPj(l) for / G g* and 1 < j < r; set d(l) = (di(l),...,dr(l)).
Because we are dealing with coadjoint orbits, dj(l) is always even; it is also easy

to check that dj(l) - dj-i(l) = 0 or 2 for all j. (We define <¿o(/) = 0.) Similarly,

define dj(f) = dimRHj -pf(f) for f G gR, and set d(f) = (di(f), ...,d2r(f)). Let
V = {d G Zr:3l G g* with d(l) = d}, and define PR C Z2r similarly. Define the
index contraction map cv: PR —► D by

a(d)j = \d2j,        l<j<r, dGDR.

Just as in the proof of Lemma 4.7, it is easy to see that a is a bijection.

Now define the P-layers

Ud = {l:d(l) = d},        dGD,

and

Uf = {f:d(f) = d},        dGDR.

0*
[p    is commutative.
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From (5.2), we get

J(Uf) = Ua(d),    al\dGDR.

Now define S(d) = {j:dj = 2 + dj-i}, T(d) = {j:dj = dj-i) for d in D or DR. It
is clear that for d G DR,

S(a(d)) = {ji,...,jk} o S(d) = {2ji - l,2ji,...,2jk - l,2jk}.

As with the ¿"-layers, we can order the indices in DR so that (J{UR: d' > d} is

Zariski-open in gR for all d G DR; the ordering algorithm is explicit, but not

unique. There is a similar ordering for D, and we can choose the orderings so that

a is order-preserving. We should note one dissimilarity between the P-layers and

the ¿"-layers: the Ud are not G-invariant in general.

Now let d be the largest index in DR such that UR meets f'+tR. The intersection

is Zariski-open in /' -I- tR. Since J(f + tR) = tp' + tx and J(UR) = Ua(d), we see

that Ua(d) meets tp' +1-1 in a Zariski-open set. Hence a(d) is the largest index in

£ such that Uaid) meets tp' +1-1. The subspace ER is defined as

ER = R-span{y/: j G T(d)}.

If we define
Ei =C-span{X*: j GT(a(d))},

then J(ER) = Ei, because

(5.3) J(Y2*j-i)=X*,        J(Y2)) = -iX*,        l<j<r.

Therefore—and this is the key fact we need about ER—

(5.4.) J(f + ER) = tp' + Ei

In particular, J(f + ER) is a complex affine subspace in 0*.

We now proceed with the proof of Theorem 1. Let e G £R be the first index such

that UR meets f + tR. From Theorem 3.12, this is also the first index such that

UR meets /' + ER; we saw above that this intersection is Zariski-open in /' + ER.

Let e = a(e); let wt,ks:B* = ^r(e) © ^S(e) —> Vr(e),Vs(e) be the projections, and

define

s? = U? n (/' + ER),   Si = uEn(tp' + Ei),

<Pr = (kt°Pr)\s*, <P = i*T°P)\si,

£? = <Pr{S?) Ç VT{e),   Ei = tp(Si) C VT(e).

Then Si is Zariski-open in the complex variety <p' + Ei. Let k = max{rankc(dtp)¡ :

l G Si}, and set

S2 = {lG Si : ranke (dtp)t = k},        Y,2 = >p(S2).

Because tp is rational nonsingular, S2 is Zariski-open in tp'+Ei. Similarly, define fcR

to be the maximal rank for tpR, and define SR Ç SR, ER = ^R(5R) analogously.

Since J(UR) = Ue and J(VT(e)) = VT(€), we get

J(ER)=E,,        J(SR) = Si.

Next, define the sets

Wj = P(Sj) ç Ej x Vs(e),       WR = PR(Sf) ç Ef x Vs{e).
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These are just parametric versions of Sj, SR.

We may assume for Theorem 1 that we are in the finite multiplicity case, where

To = 0. In [2], we showed that r0 = 0 <*■ fcR = dimR ER; thus tpR: SR —► Vr(e) is a

local diffeomorphism, and for / G SR the orbit G • / meets SR in isolated points.

Moreover, J_1oPoJ = PR; from this it follows that J-1 otpo J = tpR, so that

RankR((d^)J(/)) = RankR((dpR)/).

Since the real rank of a complex analytic map is twice the complex rank, we see

that fcR = 2k and that S2 = J(S2R).
If A is a set in 0*, we write A# for its Zariski closure. We now establish the

following facts:

(i) We have Wf = W? (= W*, by definition), Ef = E¡f (= E#), and these
sets are irreducible varieties over C;

(ii) dime W* = dime E# = k.
Statement (i) is an immediate consequence of Corollary 3.8, since P: Sk —► Wk and

tp: Sj —► Ej are rational nonsingular. The equality of closures holds because 52 is

Zariski-dense in Si and P, tp are Zariski-continuous on Si (Lemma 3.4).

To prove (ii), note first that

(5.5) W2 contains a Zariski-open dense subset Ai of Wf.

[This is an application of Lemma 3.9, with S = U£, T = Ee x Vs(e), <p = Pe, and

E = tp' + Ei. The lemma then shows that Wx = P£(Si) satisfies (5.5). But Pe|Sl

is birational nonsingular; Corollary 3.7 implies (5.5) for W2.] Since ranke {dtp)¡ —

k = dime Ei if l G S2, we get

(5.6) ranke(dP)i = k,    all l G S2,

since tp = ttt(e) ° P- Consequently W2 is covered by countably many complex

manifolds in VT^£) x V$(£) having (complex) dimension k. Take any complex strat-

ification S of W* compatible with the set Ai Ç W* of (5.5). By definition,

dimcW# = max{dimc 5¿: 5, G S}. From (3.2), the dimension of the pieces in

W#\Ai is less than the maximum dimension of the pieces in W&. Since A\ is

covered by /c-dimensional submanifolds, we have dime W# = dime Ai < k. On

the other hand, dime W* > dime P(S2) — k. Thus dime W# — k. The proof for

E# is essentially the same.

Note that ttt(W*) is a Zariski dense subset of E#, since itt(Wj) — Ej.

We are now ready to apply the main result we need from algebraic geometry.

Since it applies only over C, we have had to introduce the complex picture of the

action of G on gR. The result may be regarded as an extension of the theorem that

all polynomials in C[Z] of the same degree have the same number of roots (counting

multiplicities); more generally, it is an extension of Bezout's theorem (see, e.g., [9]).

(5.7) THEOREM. LetX,Y be irreducible complex varieties in Cm,Cn respec-

tively, of the same complex dimension, and let p: Cm —► Cn be a polynomial map

such that p(X) is dense in Y. Then there is a Zariski-open nonempty set A Ç Y

such that p is a covering map from B — p_1(A) D X onto A (in the Euclidean

topology). In particular, A and B are topologically connected.

The proof is a modification of the result on pp. 117-120 of [3]; we are indebted

to David Rohrlich for valuable help. From Theorem 2.25 of [3], we know that there
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are normal varieties Xn,Yn, plus morphisms (polynomial maps) p,v,pn, such that

(a) the diagram
Y       Eli     V

X    ±    Y

commutes;

(b) there is a proper subvariety So of X such that p: Xn\p~1(So) —► X\So is an

isomorphism, and there is a proper subvariety Si of Y such that v is an isomorphism

onY^W^iSi).

The result of [3] cited above says that there is a proper subvariety S2 of Yn such that

pn is a covering map from Xn\p~1(S2) to Yn\S2. Now let S be the Zariski closure

of Si Up(So) U v(S2) in y. Then Y\S is a nonempty Zariski-open set in Y, since

dimS < dim.y (see p. 93 of [3]), and i/-1|y\s,/¿-1|x\p-1(s) are isomorphisms.

Since pn is a covering map on p~1(Xn\p~1(S)) = p~1(Yn\v~1(S)), we see that p

is a covering map on X\p_1(S). This proves the theorem.    D

Taking X = W#, Y = E#, and p = ttt, we get a nonempty Zariski-open subset

A Ç E# such that the covering index

t = i(l) = cardiex(/) nW*} = Card{({/} xVs)nW*}

is constant on A. This is not quite what we need, since for / G ER the number

n(f) in Theorem 3.12 is given by

n(f) = Card((ER + /') n G • /) = Card((Ej +tp')nG-l)

(5.8) = Card(Si n P_1({/} x Vs)) = Card(P(Si) n ({/} x Vs))

= Card(Wi n ({/} x Vs)),        I = J(f),

and thus we need to get from W# to Wi. This is not hard. Let ^4i be a Zariski-open

(dense) subset of W* contained in W\, as in (5.5). Then X = W*\A\ has complex

dimension less than that of W*, by (3.2). Hence 7Tt-(X) is a countable union of

manifolds in Vt having complex dimension < dimcX < k. Thus Ao = A\ttt(X)

and So — 7rr1(^o) H W* are sets in E#, W* respectively such that

(i) BoClVi;
(ii) i (I) — i is constant on Ao, and dim(E#\A0) < dimE#.

From (i) and (5.8), we see that n(f) — i if / G J~1(A0). Furthermore, dimE2 =

dimW2 = dimW* — dimE#. Thus (ii) implies that J_1(Ao) has full measure in

J-l(T,*) = Eg. Theorem 3.12 now gives

P-        i*fdvi(f),

which completes the proof of Theorem 1.

6. This section is devoted to some algebraic preliminaries to the proof of The-

orem 2. We write 0o,to for the (real) Lie algebras of Go, Ko respectively, and 0,É

for their complexifications; we regard 6o,0o as (real) subalgebras oft, g respectively.

Let G, K be the (complex) Lie groups corresponding to g, t respectively. As in §4,

we imbed go in g*, letting

(If)(X + iY) = f(X) + if(Y),    all/ G 05.
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We shall often write / for //. Then 0* = 0¡$+¿0o; we regard g¡$ = {/ G g* : /(go) Ç R}

as the set of real points in g*. Fix a (real) Malcev basis Xi,..., Xn for g0 and let

{/!,...,/„} be the dual basis in g^. These are also dual bases (over C) for g,g*,

and C-span{Z./+i,..., /„} is G-invariant for all j. Define subalgebras and canonical

projections,

0i',o = R-span{Xi,...,Xj},       Pj,o-9Ô -* 0*,o>

gj = C-span{Xi,..., X3},        p3■ : g* -7 g*,

which commute with the obvious actions of Go, G. Write Go • /, G • I for Ad*-orbits

of / G g*,, l G g*, and define dimension indices as in §4:

ej(f)=dimRPj,o(Go-f),   e(f) = (ex(/),...,e„(/)) (/GflS),

£j{l) = dime Pj(G ■ I), e(l) = (Sl(l),.. .,£„(/)) (I G g*),

index sets £0 = {e G Zn:3f G g*, with e = e(/)}, £ = {e G Zn:3Z G g* with

e = s(l)}, and layers

U° = {fGg*0:e(f)^e},    ee¿o,        Ue = {/ G g*:e(l) = e},    eG£.

The parametrization of Theorem 2.1 applies both to the action of Go on g*, and

to that of G on g*. For each layer, we have cross-sectioning vector subspaces

Vjt/e\,Vt(£), and sets of orbit representatives Eg,E£. The connections between

these objects are given by

(6.1)  PROPOSITION.   In the preceding situation, we have

(i) / € g5 ̂  e(f) - e(If).  Thus £° Ç £ in TA.
(ii) For any e G £°,

U? = Ueng*0,       E° = EengS.

(iii) One can choose orderings of £°, £ as in Theorem 2.1(H) so that the inclusion

£° Ç £ is order-preserving.

(iv) For e G £°, form the birational parametrizing maps

Pe°: t/e° -E?x Vs°(e), Pe: Ue - Ee x Vs(e)

of Theorem 2.1(iv). Then

VS<e) = Vs°(e) ®R C = V°(e) + iV°{e),        VT(e) = V${e} + iV$,e)

and Pq is the restriction of Pe.

PROOF. For I Gg*, let ^ = \)j(l) = {X e g: (ad*X)p.y(Z) = 0}, and set h0 = g;

for / G flo\ set rj.,,0 = l)j,o{f) = {X G fl0:ad*(X)p;3,o(/) = 0}, f)0,o = flo- It follows
from the proof of Theorem 2.1 that for / G gÔ,

ej(f) = codimRf).y,o(/)

while for l G g*,

£j(ï) — codimcf) j(l).

If / € gÔ Ç g*, it is easy to check that l)j(f) = l)j,o(f) + A)j,o(f). This proves
(i), and the first part of (ii) follows immediately. The ordering algorithm (as in

§2 of [2]) implies (iii) easily.   For e G £, we define S(e) = {j:£j > £j-i} and
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T(z) = {j- £j = £j-i}; if e G £° C £, these sets are the same whether we regard e

as in £° or £. The spaces Vs(e),VT^ Ç g* are the complex spans of the Zt with the

appropriate indices, and Vg/e,, V£,e\ are the corresponding real spaces. Obviously

we have

Vs(e)=Vs(e)r)g^,        V-°(e)=VT(e)nflS   for e G £°;

since Ee = Vs(e) n Ue and E° = Vg,e, D U®, the second part of (ii) holds.

We have now proved everything but the last claim in (iv). To construct the

inverse map Qe = Pr1'Yle x Vg(e) —> Ue for e G £, one chooses rationally varying

elements Yj(l) G l)j-i(l)\l)j(l) such that pj(ad*Yj(l)) = lj for each index j G S(e).

When l G fl*,, the same construction, verbatim, yields Q® = (PP)_1. Since we

can choose Yj(l) G flo when l G g¡$, the polynomials Pe,Qe have real coefficients

when e G ¿"o, and the constructions show that Ff, Q° are the restrictions of Pe, Qe

respectively. (Notice that if e G £, then Ue Ç g* meets jj*, iff e G £o, by (i).)    D

REMARK. We do not know whether the inclusion £° Ç £ is proper in general.

(6.2) PROPOSITION.  Iff G QÔ, i/ien G-/ng*, = G0f.

PROOF. We use the geometric description of the parametrizing maps, cited in

Theorem 2.1(vi). Choose a Malcev basis for go and induce layerings of gÔ\g* as

above; let e be the index with /0 G U® = Ue Dgo, and let tts^t be the projections

for g* = Vs(e) ® ^T(e)- ""s is a surjective polynomial diffeomorphism of G • / onto

Vs(e). Similarly, if 7T°;,7r§. are the projections for gj = Vg,s © Vf,e\, then Kg is a

surjective polynomial diffeomorphism of Go ■ / onto Vg,, = Vg(e) f\ 0q. In view of

Proposition 6.1(iv), its maps Go • / (which is in flj) onto 7r°j(Go • /) = Vg. Since

its maps any real point in G • / onto Vg, we see that Go • / accounts for all the real

points in G • /, as required.    D

7. We now prove Theorem 2. We distinguish various Zariski closures as follows:

if S Ç g*, its (complex) Zariski hull is Sc, while if S C g¡$, its (real) Zariski hull
in g^ is S#. Pick a real Malcev basis for go and partition gÔ,g* into layers as

in Theorem 2.1 and Proposition 6.1. As in Theorem 1, we may assume that

X G K^is 1-dimensional. Thus x = e2nif for some / G 6*,. Then P'1^) =

f + to , where /' G g¡$ is any extension of /. Let e G £° be the first index such

that Í70 meets f + t0L. If we split t^ = E? © E§ as in Theorem 3.12, then f/° is

also the first layer to meet /' + E?; their intersection is Zariski-open in /' + E?, by

Theorem 2.1(h).

Now define

s? = £/?n (/' + £?),
Po = 4° P?\s°    (thus tpo: S? -+ V^),

E? = ranges = ^(S?) Ç E°,

k = max{rankR((iipo)/: / € S?},

S23 = {fGS?:rankR(dpo)f = k},

Z°2 = MS$) Ç S?.

Then S? and S£ are Zariski-open in /' + E? (recall that tp is rational). In §5 of [2],

we showed that the condition tq = 0 is equivalent to k = dimR E?, or to

(7.1) tpo'. S2 —* E° is a local diffeomorphism.
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For the rest of the proof, we shall assume (as we may) that To = 0.

Let £ G £ be the first index such tht U£ meets f'+Ei, where Ei = E? + ¿E?.

Since Ue D (/' -I- Ei ) is Zariski-open in /' + Ei and /' + E? is Zariski-dense in

f + Ei, we see that U£ meets /' -f-E?. Hence £ G £°, and it is now clear that £ = e

(the "first index" for /' + E?).
Now define the parametric versions of the sets S°:

jy° = p°(s°),     y = i,2,

where Pe°: U° —* Eg x VJLn is the birational nonsingular parametrizing map for the

layer U°. Since ̂  = 4° ff\s°, we have

j#(W?) = E?,       j = 1,2.

From Corollary 3.8, we know that

(E?)# = (EP¡)# (= £#, by definition) is irreducible in K£(e);

(iyp)# = (iy°)# (= W#) is irreducible in fl*,.

From Theorem 3.12, we have

/•©
(7.2) p=* /    n(l)mdvi(l),        n(/) = card(Go-¿n(/'-r-E?)),

Je«

where [fi] is the canonical measure class on the semialgebraic set EC. Moreover,

Wi contains a Zariski-open, dense subset of W#, by Lemma 3.9, with S = U¿, T =

s° x Vjj(e), <p(S r\E) = W?. Hence,

dimR(W#\W?) < dimaiy*.

Since W% and S? are diffeomorphic and S? is Zariski-open in the fc-dimensional

space /' + E?, we have dimR Wf = k. Thus dimR W# = k; Proposition 3.3 says

that

k = dimR W* = dimc(W#)c.

Because tpQ: S? —► E? is a local diffeomorphism, we can reason similarly to show

that

k = dimR E# = dime (£#)° ■

For convenience, we write iyc = (W*)c, Ec = (E#)c. Note that ryc,Ec are

irreducible because /' + E? is (use Lemma 3.1 and Corollary 3.8).

Now consider irT:Wc —► Ec. Theorem 5.7 applies; thus there are Zariski-open,

nonempty sets XÇE0, B = ^^(A) n iyc such that -ïït'- B —► A is a topological

covering map. The set A is topologically connected, and there is an integer i such

that
i = i(l) = card(7Ty1 (0 D Wc),    all/ e A.

Let Ao = AC\ E#. Then Ao is nonempty (since E# is Zariski-dense in Ec); it is

easy to see that Ao is Zariski-open in E#. Proposition 3.3 gives

dimR (E#\A0) < dimR E# = &.

Furthermore, Ao must meet E? because E# = (E?)#; letting Ai = A0 D E?, we

have E?\Ai Ç E#\A0, so that

(7.3) dimR (E?\Ai) < ifc.

Hence v\\ax = v\ in the decomposition (7.2).
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We now relate i(l) to n(l) for l G Ai. Take bases in V^e,, Vg,, to get coordinates

(u,x) in V£,e, x Vg,ey, these bases are also bases (over C) for VT{e), Vs(e), and they

thus give complex coordinates (w, z) in VT(e) x Ks(e)- Since Wc is the Zariski-

closure of a set of real points, there are polynomials pi,... ,Pív G R[Xi,... ,X„]

such that

¿v

WC =f]{(w,z)G VT(e) x Vsie)=g*:P](w,z)=0}.

3 = 1

The map ttt simply maps (w,z) to (w,0). It is clear that (w,z) G Wc o (w,z) G

Wc (where bars denote complex conjugates). In particular, if u is real, then the

elements (u, z) G Wc with z £ Vg,. come in conjugate pairs. So if

;(/) = Card{7r-1(/)nry#},        lGAu

then j(l) = i(l) = i mod 2.

To conclude the proof of Theorem 2, it suffices to show that j(l) = n(l) (where

n(l) is as in (7.2)) for vi-almost all l G Ai, since in that case we will have n(l) =

i mod 2 a.e. The proof of this is like the proof at the end of §5. Let X = W#\W°.

Since W& is irreducible and W® is Zariski-open in W#, dimR X < k = dimR W&.

Hence dimR7r°-(X) < k = dimE? = dim£#, or í/^tt0, (X)) = 0. Off tt°(X), how-

ever, j(l) = n(l) because their definitions are essentially the same. This completes

the proof.    D

REMARK. We have actually proved a bit more than Theorem 2: we have shown

that except for a set of lower dimension in E#, n(l) has constant parity. There are

cases in which E# is appreciably larger than E¿ (see the next section); when these

cases arise, the number n(l) must be (a.e.) even, since n(l) is then 0 on a large

subset of £#.

8. Here we give two examples, related to each other and to two examples in [2].

Let g be the 5-dimensional complex Lie algebra spanned by Xi,X2,X3,X4,X5,

with nonzero brackets [X5,X4] = X3, [Xs,X3] = X2, [X5,X2] = X\. We denote

by go the real algebra with the same brackets.

The given basis is a Malcev basis for g, with dual basis /1,..., 1$ in g*. The

elements of £ and the corresponding layerings and decompositions are:

(a) ei = (0,l,l,l,2);C/ei = {/ = E;=i<*A:<*i ^ 0}, Vs - C-span{/2,/5}, VT

= C-span{/i,¿3,/4}, Eei = {ai/i+0.3/3+04/4:0:1 ^ 0}, and the orbit map Q = Qe,

is given by

Q(aili + 03/3 + 0:4/4; zl2 + wl5)

= 0:1/1 + zl2 + Í a3 + -— Jk+ (a4 + — + g-2 j U + wlb.

(b) e2 = (0,0,l,l,2);[/e2 - {/ = YÏj=2<Xih-<*2 Ï 0}> Vs = C-span{/3,/5}, VT

— C-span{/i,/2,/4}, Ee2 = {a2l2 + a^l^:a2 ^ 0}, and Q = Qe2 is given by

Q(a2l2 + 0:4/4; zh + ^5) = cx2l2 + zlz+ I-1- «4 ) U + wl5.
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(c) e3 = (0,0,0,1,2); Ut2 = {/ = £$=3 oljIj: a3 ¿ 0}, Vs = C-span{/4, /5}, VT =

C-span{/i, l2, l3}, Ee3 = {a3/3:0:3 ¿ 0}, and Q = Qe3 is given by

Q(a3l3; zl4 + wl5) = a3l3 + zl4 + wl5.

(d) e4 = (0,0,0,0,0);t/e4 = {/ = E?=W¿>> vs = {0}, VT=g*, Ee4 = Uei,
and Q: Ee4 x {0} —► Ee4 is the obvious map.

We identify Ad* (G)-orbits in g* with elements of G~ (where G is the simply

connected group corresponding to g) via the Kirillov correspondence and the J-

map. The representation corresponding to / in some Ee> will be denoted by 7ri.

1. Let Ei = C-span(X4), and let a = Xa correspond to the functional a(X4) = a.

Then a is the restriction to 61 of a/4, and

a/4 +tj; = {ctili +a2l2 + a3l3 + al4 + a5l5:oti,a2,a3,a5 G C}.

Hence a/4 + t-f meets Uei. If / = ai/i + a3l3 + a4l4 G Eei, then

G • / n (a/4 + tY) = ll + zl2 + ^-h + (?¥■ + ^) l* + wl$-

r»   z3       a3z )
w, z G C, —¡¡ -{-h 04 = a >.

6aj       ai J

This set consists (generically) of three complex lines, one for each of the roots of

the cubic polynomial. Each line is an Ad*(/fi)-orbit. Thus

Ind(/fi î G; Xa) = i    Z*idv(l),

where K\ = expti and v(l) is 3-dimensional Lebesgue measure.

2. Let t2 — C-span(Xi, X4) and let a = Xß correspond to the functional ß(X4) =

ß, ß(Xi) = 0. Then ß is the restriction to t2 of ßl4, and

ßh +t2 - {a2/2 + a3/3 + ßl4 + (*5¿5: a2, a3, a5 G C}.

Hence ßl4 + t2 misses Ue,, but meets Ue2. For / = a2l2 + a4l4 G Ee2,

Í z2 z2 )
Oi n (ßl4 +1£) = {I + zl3 + -—l4 + wl5: z,wGC,-—+a4 = ß\

( ¿a2 2a2 J

a union (generically) of two complex lines corresponding to the roots of the poly-

nomial z2/2a2 + a4 = ß. Each line is an Ad*(/T2)-orbit. Hence

lnd(K2]G;Xß)= f    2irtdv(l),

where v(l) is 2-dimensional Lebesgue measure.

These examples correspond to Examples 4 and 2 of [2], where we performed

calculations equivalent to the above ones for g0 and ti,0,^2,0 (these latter are the

real forms of the tj). For 62)0, the multiplicity was always 2, but the integral was

taken over {/ = a2/2 + a4l4 G E°2 : a2,a4 G R and a2(a4 - ß) > 0}. The

intersection of the Zariski closure of this set with E0^ is all of E^ ; as the note at

the end of §7 states, the parity of the multiplicity is constant on (almost) all of Eg .
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